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Nimrod Israely

:מאת nisraely=biofeed.co.il@responder.co.il בשם Dr. Nimrod Israely 
<nisraely@biofeed.co.il>

:נשלח 07:31 2018מרץ  27שלישי יום
:אל Nimrod
:נושא WOW... Respect to David Wanetick [Solution Nation]

Dear Nimrod, 

  

After so many years of hard work, we were fortunate enough to recently get repeated recognition for 
our efforts and achievements. 

  

 

  

First recognition came from the Israeli Innovation Authority, then we won Grand Challenges 
Israel, followed by meetings (twice) with the PM's of Israel, Netanyahu, and India, Modi. Then a 
meeting with the President of Togo, Gnassingbe, and Ministers... 

  

And now - I am thrilled and happy to see we were chosen and recognized by Mr. David Wanetick, 
the author of Solution NationTM, as one "of 62 of Israel's most promising companies".  
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http://solutionnation.co.il/index.php    

  

 

Source: Amazon 

  

David Wanetick selected companies that have created exceptional capabilities and technologies 
for inclusion in Solution Nation.  Biofeed is extraordinarily proud to be included in this group; the 
third company in the first chapter.  It is recognition of what we have accomplished, and at the same 
time we feel it is a mission for us to bring this lives-changing capability to as much of the world as 
possible. 

  

From the vantage point of this recognition, after 14 years of intensive focus on development of the 
technology and with Biofeed at the moment of launching its global expansion, I admit to a feeling of 
relief.  I have relief that all of this effort has in fact come to fruition, does create enormous potential 
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benefit for the entire world, and will help millions of farmers as they put effort into fulfilling their 
potential as I’m putting into fulfilling mine. 

  

The Passover holiday, whose central theme is the passage from intractable suffering to exhilarating 
freedom, begins later this week, and it is terrifically appropriate to have received this honor this 
week.  My holiday wishes to all humanity to make this passage in their own lives, each person in his 
or her own way. 

   

Regards, 

  

 

 Nimrod 

  

  
  

Like and follow me on...  LinkedIn / Facebook / YouTube 
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